Full Council Minutes December 4, 2014

Meeting begins 7:01pm

Student Concerns: Butler Center dinner will happen next Sunday, CCSGA would like to see a Butler Center opinion section in Cutler

Finance: have given out special events funds to SOSS, Campus Activities, MOSAIC, ASU, and BSU

President’s: Courageous Conversations went well, although we are looking at ways to improve dialogue.

Discussion on NCSL Conference:
Chloe Edeal went with three Campus Activities office to the NCSL conference with the hope of bringing leadership ideas to the campus. Chloe went to "the big event" session, which discussed community service. Chloe feels that the emotional intelligence and public relations programs were very important and applicable. Trying to find a way to take what was learned at the conference and adapt it to CC life. These sessions will be happening next year, but need to be finalized. Possible session schedules include: twice a block, or once a block, but also offering each session twice. Bethany Grubbs is interested in doing a passport like program in which a student would attend a certain number of sessions to receive a certificate of completion. Another thing discussed were "successful transitions," and how to move from leadership to leadership.

Meeting concludes: 7:55pm